In today’s competitive restaurant landscape, customers expect fast food to be just that, fast. For this reason, it is critical that restaurants who serve customers at a drive-thru or on a patio are equipped to offer a high level of customer service. Zebra mobile solutions ensure employees can take orders on the fly and increase the total number of customers served during peak hours to maximize profits and enhance the overall customer experience. Learn why enterprise solutions outperform consumer devices day in and day out.

**OUTDOOR MOBILITY SOLUTIONS DESIGNED FOR HIGH DEMAND**
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**Performance and Reliability You Can Count On**

- **Brighter Screen**
  Easy to read screens – even in direct sunlight – enable teams to focus on customers rather than wrestling with technology

- **Extended Battery Life**
  Hot-swappable, longer-lasting batteries ensure your device is always in service instead of in a charging dock

- **10 Year**
  Longer Lifecycle
  Up to 10 years with built-in support compared to 18 months for consumer devices

- **10 Hour**
  Lower Cost of Ownership
  Up to 50% lower total cost of ownership over 5 years*

- **50%**
  Built to last.
  Enterprise devices are built to rugged standards: water resistant, dust proof and drop-proof. Consumer devices have failure rates 2.9 times higher than enterprise devices.

- **Always connected.**
  WorryFree WiFi delivers near-instant application response times, allowing you to serve your customers quicker and more efficiently.

- **Purpose built for outdoor service.**
  With a larger temperature range than consumer devices, enterprise solutions operate flawlessly indoors, outdoors, in freezers and in sub-zero cold temps and blazing heat.

- **Advanced data capture.**
  Equipped with a scan engine that scans 1D and 2D barcodes including customer loyalty apps and digital coupons.
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Keep customers happy with Zebra’s enterprise mobile solutions. Learn more at connect.zebra.com/qsr-solutions
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